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Meet and greet with your guide at 8.00am at Semprona public jetty for your departure to the Island. Upon 
arrival at the jetty, you will hop in to the boat and proceed to hopping at Tatagan. A short visit to Tatagan 
for taking photos of the Sea Gypsoes. Proceed to Bohey Dulang. You may opt for a hiking guide. Fees/Tips 
for the service is bound by the guest. Please tip the guide well. The hike will take about 1 hour. Embrace 
yourself with a breath taking scenery of the surroundings of the island. After the hiking, packed lunch will 
be served at Bohey Dulang jetty. Deaprt to Mantabuan to do the 1st snorkelling session. Walk around the 
island and take pictures of the Sea Gupsies living on the island. Rest and enjoy the sun bath before 
proceeding to the 1st snorkelling session and will to Sibuan for 2nd snorkelling session. At 4pm you may hop 
in back to the boat and head back to the mainland.  

 
End of Service 
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Package includes: 
Entrance & Conservation Fees, Boat Transfer, meals as stated & guide. 
 
Excludes: 
Airfare, Accommodation, tourism tax, beverages, high season surcharge and items not stated. 
 
 
Notes: 

 All prices quoted are in net MYR. 
 Rates are based on itinerary above. Should the number of pax decreases, Borneo Holiday reserve 

the right to revise the rates accordingly. 
 Rates are inclusive of entrance fee, transportation by licensed vehicle and qualified English-

speaking guide unless requested. Other language speaking guide subject to additional charges 
and availability. 

 Price are not include peak season charges. 
 Tipping is not included. 

 

 

Thank you and hope to welcome you soon! 


